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Capire le Negoziazioni sul Clima
la posta in gioco della conferenza di Parigi
Tommaso Venturini
Digital Humanities Dept., King’s College, London
médialab Sciences Po, Paris

3 decades of negotiations
in 5+1 periods
0. Before global warming:
fixing the ozone hole
1. Getting the science right:
IPCC and controversies
- green house eﬀect
- CO2 increase
- temperature increase
- linking CO2 and temperature
- IPCC structures and reports
- skepticism & precaution

2. Establishing a protocol:
failure & success of Kyoto
- UNFCCC & Kyoto Protocol
- flexibility mechanisms
- a diﬃcult ratification
- the world since 2009

The Montreal Protocol

3. Reality schism:
Collapse in Copenhagen
- Hope and delusion
- Climate justice
- Energy geopolitics
- Not an environmental problem
- REDD+

4. Things are more complex:
The rise of adaptation
- an adaptation turn?
- what is adaptation
- why adaptation is complex
- adaptation and mitigation
- loss and damage

5. Save earth, save UNFCCC:
Pragmatic in Paris
- bottom-up approach
- look for the details
- sustainable dev. or de-growth

commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Retrospective_video_on_the_Montreal_Protocol.ogv/
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3 decades of negotiations
in 5+1 periods
0. Before global warming:
fixing the ozone hole
1. Getting the science right:
IPCC and controversies
- green house eﬀect
- CO2 increase
- temperature increase
- linking CO2 and temperature
- IPCC structures and reports
- skepticism & precaution

2. Establishing a protocol:
failure & success of Kyoto
- UNFCCC & Kyoto Protocol
- flexibility mechanisms
- a diﬃcult ratification
- the world since 2009

What a scientific
fact is not

Are we changing the climate?

3. Reality schism:
Collapse in Copenhagen
- Hope and delusion
- Climate justice
- Energy geopolitics
- Not an environmental problem
- REDD+

4. Things are more complex:
The rise of adaptation
- an adaptation turn?
- what is adaptation
- why adaptation is complex
- adaptation and mitigation
- loss and damage

5. Save earth, save UNFCCC:
Pragmatic in Paris
- bottom-up approach
- mind the details
- sustainable dev. or de-growth

4 scientific facts:
a) Carbon dioxide is a GHG aﬀecting
the atmosphere radiative balance

Easy

b) CO2 concentration has been rising
as result of fossil fuels burning
c) The average temperature of the
planet has been increasing
d) Global warming is caused by the
increase of CO2

Diﬃcult

a) CO2 is a
greenhouse gas
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b) CO2 in atmosphere
has been increasing…

b) … because of
fossel fuel burning

The Keeling Curve

b) CO2 in atmosphere
has been increasing…

globalwarmingart.com

globalwarmingart.com

c) Global temperature
has been increasing

IPCC 4 assessment
Report 2007
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c) Global temperature
has been increasing

c) Global temperature
has been increasing

U.S. Climate Change
Science Program

The Global Observing System include 15 satellite, 100 moored buoys, 600 drifting
buoys, 3000 aircrafts, 7300 ships, 900 radiosondes, 11.000 surface stations

c) Global temperature
has been increasing

U.S. Climate Change
Science Program

Measured vs Proxy

IPPC 3 assessment
report, 2001
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Global temperature has been
increasing in the last century.
Really!

Climate Models

Mitchell, 1953

IPCC 4 assessment
report, 2007

d) CO2 increase causes
global warming

Global temperature has been
increasing in the last century

globalwarmingart.com

A Vast Machine
Paul Edwards, 2001
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Intergovernamental Pannel
on Climate Change

IPCC
www.ipcc.ch

Created in 1988 by WMO (World Meteorological Organization)
and UNEP (United Nations Environment Program)
“To prepare a comprehensive review and recommendations
with respect to the state of knowledge of the science of
climate change; social and economic impact of climate change,
possible response strategies and elements for inclusion in a
possible future international convention on climate”
(UN General Assembly Resolution 43/53 - 6/12/1988)

Check, double
check, triple check…

Snakes & ladders

Griggs, D. (2014), Nature
Climate policy:
Streamline IPCC reports
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IPCC reports

SPM line-by-lineapproval
by governments

And yet

Climate skepticism

Human influence on the climate system is
clear, and recent anthropogenic emissions
of greenhouse gases are the highest in
history. Recent climate changes have had
widespread impacts on human and natural
systems.
Warming of the climate system is
unequivocal, and since the 1950s, many of
the observed changes are unprecedented
over decades to millennia. The
atmosphere and ocean have warmed, the
amounts of snow and ice have diminished,
and sea level has risen.
IPCC AR5 SMP, 2015
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George Marshall
Institute
1.

Robert Jastrow (SDI, Climate)

The skeptic trick

1. Take a minority position

2. Bill Nierenberg (SDI, Climate)

2. Address media, asking equal attention for all positions

3. Frederick Seitz (Tobacco, Climate)

3. Define scientific truth as full certainty and consensus

4. Fred Singer (Tobacco, Ozone, Acid Rain, Climate)

4. Stress uncertainties and complexities of research

(Prominent physicists and career science administrators

5. Use (artificial) controversies to stall regulation

in their retiring years)

Precautionary principle

3 decades of negotiations
in 5+1 periods
0. Before global warming:
fixing the ozone hole

Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage
lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used
as a reason for postponing cost-eﬀective measures
to prevent environmental degradation
Principle #15
1992 Rio Declaration on Environment and Development

1. Getting the science right:
IPCC and controversies
- green house eﬀect
- CO2 increase
- temperature increase
- linking CO2 and temperature
- IPCC structures and reports
- skepticism & precaution

2. Establishing a protocol:
failure & success of Kyoto
- UNFCCC & Kyoto Protocol
- flexibility mechanisms
- a diﬃcult ratification
- the world since 2009

3. Reality schism:
Collapse in Copenhagen
- Hope and delusion
- Climate justice
- Energy geopolitics
- Not an environmental problem
- REDD+

4. Things are more complex:
The rise of adaptation
- an adaptation turn?
- what is adaptation
- why adaptation is complex
- adaptation and mitigation
- loss and damage

5. Save earth, save UNFCCC:
Pragmatic in Paris
- bottom-up approach
- mind the details
- sustainable dev. or de-growth
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UNFCCC

Article 2: Objective
unfccc.int

United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change

unfccc.int

… to achieve… stabilization of greenhouse gas
concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that

• Created in 1992 United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development (Earth Summit)

would prevent dangerous anthropogenic

• Entered into force on 21 March 1994.

interference with the climate system…

• Gathers 195 Parties (194 States and EU)

Article 3: Principles

unfccc.int

Article 3: Principles
unfccc.int

1. The Parties should protect the climate system for the benefit of
present and future generations of humankind, on the basis of
equity and in accordance with their common but diﬀerentiated
responsibilities and respective capabilities. Accordingly, the
developed country Parties should take the lead in combating
climate change and the adverse eﬀects thereof.
2. The specific needs and special circumstances of developing
country Parties, especially those that are particularly vulnerable to
the adverse eﬀects of climate change… should be given full
consideration.
3. The Parties should take precautionary measures to anticipate,
prevent or minimize the causes of climate change and mitigate its
adverse eﬀects… lack of full scientific certainty should not be used
as a reason for postponing such measures.

4. The Parties have a right to, and should, promote
sustainable development… taking into account that economic
development is essential for adopting measures to address
climate change.
5. The Parties should cooperate to promote a supportive and
open international economic system that would lead to
sustainable economic growth and development in all Parties,
particularly developing country Parties… Measures taken to
combat climate change… should not constitute a means of…
disguised restriction on international trade.
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Conferences of Parties
1995 – COP 1, Berlin
1996 – COP 2, Geneva
1997 – COP 3, Kyoto
Adoption of the Kyoto Protocol

Kyoto Protocol
unfccc.int

2005 – COP 11, Montreal
Kyoto Protocol enters in force
2006 – COP 12, Nairobi

1998 – COP 4, Buenos Aires

2007 – COP 13, Bali
Bali roadmap

1999 – COP 5, Bonn

2008 – COP 14, Poznań

2000 – COP 6, The Hague
Suspended with no agreement

2009 – COP 15, Copenhagen
Failure to reach a post-2012 agreement

2001 – COP 6 bis, Bonn
USA present as observers
Introduction of “Flexible mechanism”

2010 – COP 16, Cancún
Cancun agreement

2001 – COP 7, Marrakech
Introduction of various climate funds
2002 – COP 8, New Delhi
Delhi déclaration
2003 – COP 9, Milan
2004 – COP 10, Buenos Aires

2011 - COP 17, Durban
Durban platform
2012 - COP 18, Doha
2013 - COP 19, Warsaw
Mechanism for Loss & Damage
2014 - COP 20, Lima

Kyoto Protocol

Annex I
unfccc.int

Article 3

Annex I countries – industrialized countries

1. The Parties included in Annex I shall, individually or
jointly, ensure that their aggregate anthropogenic
carbon dioxide equivalent emissions of the greenhouse
gases listed in Annex A do not exceed their assigned
amounts… with a view to reducing their overall
emissions of such gases by at least 5 per cent below
1990 levels in the commitment period 2008 to 2012.

(OECD members plus countries with economies in transition)

2. Each Party included in Annex I shall, by 2005, have
made demonstrable progress in achieving its
commitments under this Protocol.

Australia, Austria, Belarus, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Croatia, Cyprus,
Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, European Union, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Latvia,
Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russian Federation,
Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine,
United Kingdom, United States of America

Other countries - Developing countries.
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Emissions trends

Conferences of Parties
1995 – COP 1, Berlin
1996 – COP 2, Geneva
1997 – COP 3, Kyoto
Adoption of the Kyoto Protocol
1998 – COP 4, Buenos Aires

2006 – COP 12, Nairobi
2007 – COP 13, Bali
Bali roadmap

1999 – COP 5, Bonn

2008 – COP 14, Poznań

2000 – COP 6, The Hague
Suspended with no agreement

2009 – COP 15, Copenhagen
Failure to reach a post-2012 agreement

2001 – COP 6 bis, Bonn
USA present as observers
Introduction of “Flexible mechanism”

2010 – COP 16, Cancún
Cancun agreement

2001 – COP 7, Marrakech
Introduction of various climate funds
2002 – COP 8, New Delhi

55% of emissions

2005 – COP 11, Montreal
Kyoto Protocol enters in force

2011 - COP 17, Durban
Durban platform
2012 - COP 18, Doha

2003 – COP 9, Milan

2013 - COP 19, Warsaw
Mechanism for Loss & Damage

2004 – COP 10, Buenos Aires

2014 - COP 20, Lima

Flexible
Mechanisms

Ammending Kyoto
protol, 2001

Joint implementation (article 6)
Clean Development Mechanism (article 12)
Emission trading (article 17)
Emissions trading… allows countries that have emission units to
spare - emissions permitted them but not "used" - to sell this
excess capacity to countries that are over their targets.
Thus, a new commodity was created in the form of emission
reductions or removals. Since carbon dioxide is the principal
greenhouse gas, people speak simply of trading in carbon.
Carbon is now tracked and traded like any other commodity.
This is known as the "carbon market.” (unfccc.int)
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Flexible
Mechanisms

The carbon markets

Australia Parliament
http://www.aph.gov.au/

EUA = European Union Allowance
CER = Certified Emissions Reduction
CCA = California Carbon Allowance

55% of emissions

Montreal VS Kyoto

withdrew in December 2012

Never ratified

Ratified in November 2014
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3 decades of negotiations
in 5+1 periods

Montreal VS Kyoto

0. Before global warming:
fixing the ozone hole
Kyoto Protocol, 1997

1. Getting the science right:
IPCC and controversies
- green house eﬀect
- CO2 increase
- temperature increase
- linking CO2 and temperature
- IPCC structures and reports
- skepticism & precaution

2. Establishing a protocol:
failure & success of Kyoto

IPCC AR5 WG3 SPM Fig. 1

Conferences of Parties
1995 – COP 1, Berlin
1996 – COP 2, Geneva

- UNFCCC & Kyoto Protocol
- flexibility mechanisms
- a diﬃcult ratification
- the world since 2009

3. Reality schism:
Collapse in Copenhagen
- Hope and delusion
- Climate justice
- Energy geopolitics
- Not an environmental problem
- REDD+

4. Things are more complex:
The rise of adaptation
- an adaptation turn?
- what is adaptation
- why adaptation is complex
- adaptation and mitigation
- loss and damage

5. Save earth, save UNFCCC:
Pragmatic in Paris
- bottom-up approach
- mind the details
- sustainable dev. or de-growth

COP 13, Bali, Indonesia, 2007

2005 – COP 11, Montreal
Kyoto Protocol enters in force
2006 – COP 12, Nairobi

Bali action plan

1998 – COP 4, Buenos Aires

2007 – COP 13, Bali
Bali roadmap

• A shared vision for long-term cooperative action, including a long-term
global goal for emission reductions.

1999 – COP 5, Bonn

2008 – COP 14, Poznań

2000 – COP 6, The Hague
Suspended with no agreement

2009 – COP 15, Copenhagen
Failure to reach a post-2012 agreement

2001 – COP 6 bis, Bonn
USA present as observers
Introduction of “Flexible mechanism”

2010 – COP 16, Cancún
Cancun agreement

1997 – COP 3, Kyoto
Adoption of the Kyoto Protocol

2001 – COP 7, Marrakech
Introduction of various climate funds
2002 – COP 8, New Delhi
Delhi déclaration
2003 – COP 9, Milan
2004 – COP 10, Buenos Aires

• Enhanced national/international action on mitigation of climate change.
Enhanced action on adaptation.
• Enhanced action on technology development and transfer to support
action on mitigation and adaptation.

2011 - COP 17, Durban
Durban platform

• Enhanced action on the provision of financial resources and investment to
support action on mitigation and adaptation and technology cooperation.

2012 - COP 18, Doha

Bali roadmap

2013 - COP 19, Warsaw
Mechanism for Loss & Damage

Two-year process to finalizing a binding agreement in 2009 in Copenhagen

2014 - COP 20, Lima
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The high stakes
of Copenhagen

The pressure
on Copenhagen
• more than 40.000 people applied for accreditation
• more than 20.000 received it
• 3.000 journalists
• 800 NGOs
• 115 Heads of State

The pressure
on Copenhagen

Why Copenhagen failed
Der Spiegel video

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=-ybecKdwj2c
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Climate justice

The reality schism

Climate justice

Aykut, S. C., & Dahan, A. (2015).
Gouverner le climat ? Paris:
Presses de Sciences Po

Climate change is
not a global problem

Climate change is not a global problem
Climate change is not an environmental problem
(Climate change in not an adjustment problem)
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Climate change is not
World greenhouse
gas emissions by sector
an environmental
problem
Sector
Transportation

End use/activity
13.5%

Road

UNEP, 2008
Kick the Habit:
A UN Guide to
Climate Neutrality
Gas

9.9%

Residential buildings

9,9%

Commercial buildings

5.4%

Unallocated
fuel combustion
Iron & steel

3.5%
3.2%

Food & tobacco

Chemicals

1%
4.8%

Cement

3,8%

Other industry

5,0%

R

G

Y

1.6%
Air
Rail, ship & other transport 2.3%

Electricity & heat

24.6%

E

http://www.carbontracker.org/
report/carbon-bubble/

http://www.carbontracker.org/
report/carbon-bubble/

Aluminium/Non-ferrous metals 1.4%
1%
Machinery
Pulp, paper & printing
1%

N

Leave it in the ground

Fossil fuels
geopolitics

E

CO2 import/export

J. Davis, S.J. and Caldeira, K. (2010)
Consumption-based accounting
of CO2 emissions
PNAS, 107 pp. 5687-5692

Other fuel
combustion
Industry

9%

10.4%

T&D losses
Coal mining

Oil/gas extraction,
Refining & processing

6.3%

Land use change

Deforestation
Afforestation
Reforestation
Harvest/Management
Other

18.3%
-1.5%
-0.5%
2.5%
-0.6%

Agriculture

13.5%

Waste

3.6%

(CO2)

77%

1,9%
1,4%

Fugitive emissions 3.9%
Industrial processes 3.4%
18.2%

Carbon dioxide

Agricultural energy use

1.4%

Agriculture soils

6%

Livestock & manure

5.1%

Rice cultivation
Other agriculture
Landfills
Wastewater, other waste

1.5%
0.9%
2%
1.6%

HFCs,
PFCs,
SF6
1%

Methane
(CH4) 14%
Nitrous oxide
(N2O) 8%

All data is for 2000. All calculations are based on CO2 equivalents, using 100-year global warming potentials from the IPCC
(1996), based on a total global estimate of 41 755 MtCO2 equivalent. Land use change includes both emissions and absorptions.
Dotted lines represent flows of less than 0.1% percent of total GHG emissions.
Source: World Resources Institute, Climate Analysis Indicator Tool (CAIT), Navigating the Numbers: Greenhouse Gas Data and
International Climate Policy, December 2005; Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 1996 (data for 2000).
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Climate change is not
World greenhouse
gas emissions by sector
an environmental
problem
Sector
Transportation

End use/activity
13.5%

Road

UNEP, 2008
Kick the Habit:
A UN Guide to
Climate Neutrality

Y

Residential buildings

9,9%

Bali (2007): “Inviting Parties to submit … views on how to
address outstanding methodological issues including …
demonstration of reductions in emissions from deforestation,
including reference emissions levels …”

G
R
E

24.6%

Industry

Commercial buildings

5.4%

Unallocated
fuel combustion
Iron & steel

3.5%
3.2%

Food & tobacco

Chemicals

1%
4.8%

Cement

3,8%

Other industry

5,0%

Aluminium/Non-ferrous metals 1.4%
1%
Machinery
Pulp, paper & printing
1%

N
E

Other fuel
combustion

9%

10.4%

T&D losses
Coal mining

Oil/gas extraction,
Refining & processing

Land use change

Deforestation
18.3%
Afforestation
-1.5%
Reforestation
-0.5%
Harvest/Management 2.5%
Other
-0.6%

Agriculture

13.5%

Waste

3.6%

Carbon dioxide
(CO2)

Poznan (2008): “Recognizes that developing country Parties in
establishing forest reference emission levels and forest
reference levels should do so transparently taking into
account historic data, and adjust for national circumstances…”

77%

1,9%
1,4%

Fugitive emissions 3.9%
Industrial processes 3.4%
18.2%

www.forestcarbonpartnership.org

9.9%

1.6%
Air
Rail, ship & other transport 2.3%

Electricity & heat

REDD+

Gas

6.3%

Agricultural energy use

1.4%

Agriculture soils

6%

Livestock & manure

5.1%

Rice cultivation
Other agriculture
Landfills
Wastewater, other waste

1.5%
0.9%
2%
1.6%

HFCs,
PFCs,
SF6
1%

Methane
(CH4) 14%
Nitrous oxide
(N2O) 8%

Cancun (2010): Requests developing country Parties … to
develop … A national forest reference emission level and/or
forest reference level or, if appropriate, as an interim measure,
subnational forest reference emission levels and/or forest
reference levels …”

All data is for 2000. All calculations are based on CO2 equivalents, using 100-year global warming potentials from the IPCC
(1996), based on a total global estimate of 41 755 MtCO2 equivalent. Land use change includes both emissions and absorptions.
Dotted lines represent flows of less than 0.1% percent of total GHG emissions.
Source: World Resources Institute, Climate Analysis Indicator Tool (CAIT), Navigating the Numbers: Greenhouse Gas Data and
International Climate Policy, December 2005; Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 1996 (data for 2000).

REDD+

www.forestcarbonpartnership.org

REDD+
reference levels

http://www.redd-oar.org/links/
REED+RL.pdf

Bali (2007): “Inviting Parties to submit … views on how to
address outstanding methodological issues including …
demonstration of reductions in emissions from deforestation,
including reference emissions levels …”
Poznan (2008): “Recognizes that developing country Parties in
establishing forest reference emission levels and forest
reference levels should do so transparently taking into
account historic data, and adjust for national circumstances…”
Cancun (2010): Requests developing country Parties … to
develop … A national forest reference emission level and/or
forest reference level or, if appropriate, as an interim measure,
subnational forest reference emission levels and/or forest
reference levels …”
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3 decades of negotiations
in 5+1 periods
0. Before global warming:
fixing the ozone hole

3. Reality schism:
Collapse in Copenhagen

1996 – COP 2, Geneva
1997 – COP 3, Kyoto
Adoption of the Kyoto Protocol

4. Things are more complex:
The rise of adaptation
- an adaptation turn?
- what is adaptation
- why adaptation is complex
- adaptation and mitigation
- loss and damage

2. Establishing a protocol:
failure & success of Kyoto
- UNFCCC & Kyoto Protocol
- flexibility mechanisms
- a diﬃcult ratification
- the world since 2009

1995 – COP 1, Berlin

- Hope and delusion
- Climate justice
- Energy geopolitics
- Not an environmental problem
- REDD+

1. Getting the science right:
IPCC and controversies
- green house eﬀect
- CO2 increase
- temperature increase
- linking CO2 and temperature
- IPCC structures and reports
- skepticism & precaution

Conferences of Parties

5. Save earth, save UNFCCC:
Pragmatic in Paris
- bottom-up approach
- mind the details
- sustainable dev. or de-growth

What is adaptation
“adjustment of natural or human systems
to a new or changing environment” (IPCC)
Adaptation aims at
• reducing vulnerability
(often reduced to natural exposure – environmental determinism)

• increasing adaptive capacity
(often reduced to development – economic determinism)

2005 – COP 11, Montreal
Kyoto Protocol enters in force
2006 – COP 12, Nairobi

1998 – COP 4, Buenos Aires

2007 – COP 13, Bali
Bali roadmap

1999 – COP 5, Bonn

2008 – COP 14, Poznań

2000 – COP 6, The Hague
Suspended with no agreement

2009 – COP 15, Copenhagen
Failure to reach a post-2012 agreement

2001 – COP 6 bis, Bonn
USA present as observers
Introduction of “Flexible mechanism”

2010 – COP 16, Cancún
Cancun agreement

2001 – COP 7, Marrakech
Introduction of various climate funds
2002 – COP 8, New Delhi
Delhi déclaration
2003 – COP 9, Milan
2004 – COP 10, Buenos Aires

2011 - COP 17, Durban
Durban platform
2012 - COP 18, Doha
2013 - COP 19, Warsaw
Mechanism for Loss & Damage
2014 - COP 20, Lima

Adaptation VS Mitigation
• An excuse not to act?
or an alternative to mitigation?
o Mitigation is avoiding the unmanageable
o Adaptation is managing the unavoidable

Other components include:
• Spatial organization
• Social cohesion

• Is there an adaptation turn?

• Economic diversification
• Political and institutional organization
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Adaption
in the UNFCCC

Adaption
in the UNFCCC

Venturini, et al. (2014)
Three Maps and Three Misunderstandings :
A Digital Mapping of Climate Diplomacy.
Big Data and Society, 1(1)

Venturini, et al. (2014)
Three Maps and Three Misunderstandings :
A Digital Mapping of Climate Diplomacy.
Big Data and Society, 1(1)

Adaption
in the UNFCCC

Climate adaptation
is delayed

Venturini, et al. (2014)
Three Maps and Three Misunderstandings :
A Digital Mapping of Climate Diplomacy.
Big Data and Society, 1(1)

http://climaps.eu/#/map/mapping-cli-fiscenarios-book-covers-with-landscapesissues-and-personal-narratives

A first set of disagreements concerns
our images of the future:
- how bad will be climate change;
- how fast will it unfold;
- where and who will it strike first.
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Climate adaptation
is dispersed

http://climaps.eu/#/map/mapping-cli-fiscenarios-book-covers-with-landscapesissues-and-personal-narratives

Who is most vulnerable?
Article 4.8 of UNFCCC acknowledges
a particular vulnerability for:
• Small-island countries
• Countries with low-lying coastal areas
• Countries with arid and semi-arid areas, or forested areas
• Countries with areas prone to natural disasters

A second set of disagreements
concerns the priorities of adaptation:
- which regions will be more vulnerable
- which sectors will be more aﬀected;
- which arrangements will make our
societies more flexible or resistant.

Who is most vulnerable?

• Countries with areas liable to drought and desertification
• Countries with areas of high urban atmospheric pollution
• Countries with areas with fragile ecosystems
• Countries whose economies are highly dependent on fossile fuels
• Land-locked and transit countries

Climate adaptation
is diﬀused

A third set of disagreements concerns the boundaries of adaptation:
- how will global warming will interfere with natural and social equilibria;
- whether adaptation generates additional actions or merely re-labelling;
- whether previous problems and opportunities are taken into account.
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Climate adaptation
is opportunistic

http://climaps.eu/#/map/mapping-cli-fiscenarios-book-covers-with-landscapesissues-and-personal-narratives

Climate adaptation
is opportunistic
Who should pay

Who should receive the money

• The most responsible?

• Those who need it the most?

• The richest?

• Those who emit the least GHGs?

• Those who are willing to pay?

• The most vulnerable?
• The poorest?

At the moment:
• the EU and Japan are paying
A fourth set of disagreements concerns therefore the wealth of adaptation:
- who will provide resources for adaptation and who will use them;
- through which channels will these resources flow;
- who will decide how to employ them and who will assess the results.

Climate adaptation
is opportunistic
Through with channels should adaptation money circulate?
Currently adaptation if funded through
• Least Advanced Countries Fund
• UNFCCC Special Climate Change Fund
• Adaptation Fund
• Copenhagen Green Climate Fund
• Other international funds (ex. UNDP)
• But especially by bilateral and private funding
Who will control the use of the money?
• Is adaptation money or?
• a voluntary contribution (like development aid)
• the payment of a debt (like “loss and damage)

• no one knows who will provide
the 100bn$/year promised in
Copenhagen

Loss and damage

• Also, should governments or
communities get the money?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Loss_and_damage

The term Loss and damage denotes impacts of climate-related
stressors that occur despite eﬀorts to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and adapt to climatic changes. Loss and damage can
result from sudden-onset events (climate disasters, such as
cyclones) as well as slow-onset processes (such as sea level rise).
Loss and damage can occur in human systems (such as livelihoods)
as well as natural systems (such as biodiversity), though the
emphasis in research and policy is on human impacts.
…
In popular press, and in statements by some parties in the climate
negotiations, the terms loss and damage is often associated with
liability and compensation.
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Loss and damage
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=epwB7poQmJc

3 controversies on L&D
1. Climate finance
• What is climate finance – aid VS liability
• How is climate finance controlled – climate VS development

2. Negotiations
• Another pillar (beside mitigation & adaptation) or a bargain chip
• BRICS

3. Science

3 decades of negotiations
in 5+1 periods
0. Before global warming:
fixing the ozone hole
1. Getting the science right:
IPCC and controversies
- green house eﬀect
- CO2 increase
- temperature increase
- linking CO2 and temperature
- IPCC structures and reports
- skepticism & precaution

2. Establishing a protocol:
failure & success of Kyoto
- UNFCCC & Kyoto Protocol
- flexibility mechanisms
- a diﬃcult ratification
- the world since 2009

•

Estimate L&D – model downscaling & extreme weather events

•

How to calculate emissions responsibility

From top-down
to bottom-up

3. Reality schism:
Collapse in Copenhagen
- Hope and delusion
- Climate justice
- Energy geopolitics
- Not an environmental problem
- REDD+

4. Things are more complex:
The rise of adaptation
- an adaptation turn?
- what is adaptation
- why adaptation is complex
- adaptation and mitigation
- loss and damage

5. Save earth, save UNFCCC:
Pragmatic in Paris
- bottom-up approach
- mind the details
- sustainable dev. or de-growth
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Mind the details

Mind the details
http://unfccc.int/2860.php

Not an adjustment problem

Drive less
don’t drive alone

???
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Do not fly

Reduce heating
and A/C

???

http://www.1010uk.org/articles/veryrough-guide-your-carbon-footprint

Eat less red meat

Buy local,
buy unpackaged

shrinkthatfootprint.com/foodcarbon-footprint-diet

www.ecoproducts.com/downloads/
2013_EcoProductsFootprintReport.pdf
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Buy less

Lobby against
the lobbies

Think before
you vote

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/
interactive/2013/nov/20/which-fossil-fuel-companiesresponsible-climate-change-interactive

Lobby against
the lobbies

Politicians discussing
global warming
Isaac Cordal

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/
interactive/2013/nov/20/which-fossil-fuel-companiesresponsible-climate-change-interactive
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http://climaps.eu/
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